**SUNEX SHORT AIR HAMMER**

**SX821A Specification**

- Blow Per Minute: 1,000
- Air inlet (NPT): 1/4
- Stroke (in.): 1-5/8
- Min. Hose Size (ID): 1/4
- Recomended Air Pressure (PSI): 90
- Average Air Consumption (CFM): 5
- Sound Level (dBA): 105
- Length lbs.: 0.3

* Built-in regulator
* Accepts 401" Parker taper shank chisels
* Ideal for standard duty applications
* 3 pc. chisel set included
* Quick change retainer spring

P/N 12-01934 $50.80

**SUNEX 2" ANGLE GRINDER**

**SXG06 Specification**

- Wheel Size (in.): 2
- Length (in.): 7.4
- Maximum Speed (RPM): 15,000
- Air Inlet (in.): 1/4
- Minimum Hose Diameter (in.): 3/8
- Avg. Air Consumption (CFM): 3
- Weight (lbs.): 1.6

* Durable comfort grip
* 90° angle head for restricted areas
* 360° adjustable rear exhaust directs away from work
* Built-in speed regulator
* Locking throttle lever for safety
* High-torque motor for maximum efficiency

P/N 12-01942 $113.95

**SUNEX AIR RATCHET SXS3825**

1/4” Air Ratchet. 30 ft. lbs. of quiet power. 84 dBA makes it the quietest in its class. Weighs only 1.45 lbs. P/N 12-02814 $129.99

**SUNEX IMPACT WRENCH SX4335**

3/8” Impact Wrench SX4335.

P/N 12-02610 $221.95

**SUNEX IMPACT WRENCH SX4345**

1/2” Impact Wrench. 750 ft.lbs. of quiet power. 1100 ft.lbs. of breakaway torque. One hand forward/reverse. Quiet Tech™ exhaust system delivers 82 dBA. Weighs only 4.3 lbs.

P/N 12-02611 $229.95

**SUNEX IMPACT WRENCH W/ ANVIL SX4345-2**

1/2” Impact Wrench with 2” extended anvil. 750 ft.lbs. of quiet power. 1100 ft.lbs. of breakaway torque. One hand forward/reverse. Quiet Tech™ exhaust system delivers 82 dBA. Weighs only 4.3 lbs.

P/N 12-02612 $239.95

**SUNEX IMPACT WRENCH SX4355**

3/4” Impact Wrench. 1400 ft.lbs. of quiet power. One hand forward/reverse. Quiet Tech™ exhaust system delivers 90 dBA. Weighs only 7.55 lbs.

P/N 12-02613 $229.95

**SUNEX IMPACT WRENCH SX4354**

3/4” Impact Wrench 1400 ft.lbs. of quiet power. One hand forward/reverse. Quiet Tech™ exhaust system delivers 90 dBA. Weighs only 7.55 lbs.

P/N 12-02614 $229.95

**SUNEX IMPACT RATCHET SX4330**

3/8” Air Ratchet. 50 ft. lbs. of quiet power. 80 dBA makes it the quietest in its class. Weighs only 2.7 lbs.

P/N 12-02615 $136.90

**SUNEX IMPACT RATCHET SX4335**

3/8” Impact Ratchet Wrench. 300 ft. lbs. of quiet power. One hand forward/reverse. Quiet Tech™ exhaust system delivers 79 dBA. Weighs only 2.75 lbs.

P/N 12-02616 $230.95

**SUNEX 1/4” 0.5HP DIE GRINDER**

Sunex HD "1/4" 0.5hp line of Die Grinders provides all of the durability, features, and power required for today’s demanding applications. With the powerful 0.5hp motor, you are given the torque to get through even the toughest material and twice the horse power of the average die grinder. The speed control dial and soft composite handles enhances your ability to complete any job quickly and efficiently. With these top of the line products, you will find all of the features and speed you need to get the job done right the first time. 2 Year Limited Warranty. Weight lbs. (kg): 1.3 (6)

P/N 12-03190 $84.80

**SUNEX 1/4” 0.5HP ANGLED DIE GRINDER**

Sunex HD "1/4" 0.5hp line of Die Grinders provides all of the durability, features, and power required for today’s demanding applications. With the powerful 0.5hp motor, you are given the torque to get through even the toughest material and twice the horse power of the average die grinder. The speed control dial and soft composite handles enhances your ability to complete any job quickly and efficiently. With these top of the line products, you will find all of the features and speed you need to get the job done right the first time. 2 Year Limited Warranty. Weight lbs. (kg): 1.5 (0.7)

P/N 12-03191 $113.75

**SUNEX 1/4” 0.5HP DIE GRINDER WITH 5” EXTENSION**

Sunex HD "1/4" 0.5hp line of Die Grinders provides all of the durability, features, and power required for today’s demanding applications. With the powerful 0.5hp motor, you are given the torque to get through even the toughest material and twice the horse power of the average die grinder. The speed control dial and soft composite handles enhances your ability to complete any job quickly and efficiently. With these top of the line products, you will find all of the features and speed you need to get the job done right the first time. 2 Year Limited Warranty. Weight lbs. (kg): 1.8 (0.8)

P/N 12-03192 $103.75

**SUNEX 1/4” 1.0HP SUPER DUTY DIE GRINDER**

The new Sunex HD ® 1/4” 1.0hp Super Duty Die Grinder has all the durability, features, and power mechanics want in an industrial die grinder. With the powerful 1.0hp motor, you’re provided with the torque needed to get through the toughest of materials. The no slip Erickson Industrial Collet, allows you to work efficiently, as it holds your accessories securely without slipping. You would normally pay twice as much for a tool of this caliber. 2 Year Limited Warranty.

Weight lbs. (kg): 1.7 (0.77)

P/N 12-03193 $124.75

**SUNEX STRAIGHT DIE GRINDER SX5201**

1/4” Straight Die Grinder. 25,000 max. RPM of quiet speed. Only 85 dBA. Weighs only 0.9 lbs. P/N 12-02617 $69.95

**SUNEX ANGLE DIE GRINDER SX5203**

1/4” Angle Die Grinder. 20,000 max. RPM of quiet speed. Only 82 dBA. Weighs only 1.1 lbs.

P/N 12-02618 $117.75

**SUNEX REVERSIBLE CUT OFF TOOL SX6210**

3” Reversible Cut-Off Tool. Reversible spark direction with 18,000 max. RPM. Strong 0.9 horsepower motor. Only 83 dBA. Weighs only 3.6 lbs.

P/N 12-02619 $109.75
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